Functionalities
Patch

Wall Plug / Repeater

- Handy and lightweight (coin size) remote control.

- Supports any range of communication.

- Alerts the nurse station on patients request.

- Meets up additional distance requirements.

- Built fully waterproof & can be sanitised easily.

- Alerts CODE BLUE on emergency.

Smart Remote Control for patients

Code Blue Alerter & Range Extender

- Receives nurse acknowledgement with LED
indication from the nurse station.

Code Blue ID Card

Attender ID Card

- Notifies with both buzzer & vibration notification.

- Notifies with a buzzer and vibration notification.

- Displays Code blue alert with ward number from
the wall plug & from the Nurse Station.

- Displays alert from the nurse station with ward
number and bed number.

Raises Emergency alerts

Calls for the attender's presence.

- Supports up to any number of patients.

Nurse Station

Central control that displays
- Displays incoming call alert with ward numbers.

- Round robin display for multiple calls.

- Acknowledges alert back to patch.

- Easy to track with a data logger.

- Supports up to 100 patient call points
(per display).

- Volume controllable Buzzer notification & Beeps
on new calls.

Your smart move can make a
difference in lakhs of money &
value in reputation

The Smart Patient
Care System for
your Hospital
Its time to eliminate all your obstacles in handling
the communication between your patients & nurse.
étiicos brings you the most Reliable & Robust Nurse
calling system of the era.

A futuristic solution that ensures
a stable system for many
upcoming years.

Ready to adapt to the most reliable patients care system
& optimise your revenue in a smart way?
Call us for a FREE TRIAL at your hospital.

Transform your
Hospital into a Smart
Tech-enabled Zone.

Improve efficiency
in delivering quality
Patient Care.
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Optimize the Revenue
you invest in advanced
Technology.

Transforming your hospital into advanced
tech-enabled, had never been this seamless.
For years, hospitals have struggled to
find the right systems to bridge the
communication between Patients and
Nurse. Though they made a huge
expense on laying cables, it was not
productive for the expected duration.

étiicos is the modern-day solution to all
Patient Care related difficulties. The advanced
digital technology that holds the latest cutting-edge
wireless design that leads to an increase in
coordination & facilitating the needs of the patients.

System Features

Benefits to the Hospitals

Enables patients to use, the wireless nurse call

Invest smartly that brings harmony in your hospital.

systems for their needs and get attended at a quick

Our new Patient Care System will help promote

turn around time.

patient care.

PLEASE
COME

Wireless Nurse Calling System

Save up to 60% of the actual cost for the
overall installation.

Code Blue Alert

Zero-Cabling involved, all systems work
perfectly wireless.

Attender Call

Installs in under 5 minutes per room with
zero disruption.
New features can be updated seamlessly
from remote.
Improve the ambience and let patients feel
more comfortable.
Suitable for every size hospital, few beds to
over hundreds.
No future maintenance required.

“

Like all good things, this
tech-driven system is
an essential for your
patient’s well-being.

Nurse Call Alert / Ack.

Alert / Ack.
PATIENT PATCH

Alert / Ack.

Alert / Ack.

WALL PLUG

NURSE STATION

Code Blue Alert
Ack.

CODE BLUE ID CARD

ATTENDER ID CARD

Patient Care System
Work Flow

Let your Patients feel more
secured at your Tech-Enabled
Smart Hospital

What makes
étiicos unique!
étiicos meets your patient needs and an excellent
value for money, designed for ease of use, and built
to withstand the demands of the busiest hospital
environment.

The most advanced product in the global
market offered at a very competitive price.
Patent Pending Technology.
A futuristic solution that ensures stable system
for many upcoming years.

